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One of the most urgent problems of the development of the educational process is the formation of educational 
networks. The modern goal of the state policy of education is, first of all, increasing the accessibility of quality edu-
cation, corresponding to the current needs of society and every citizen, in the concept of long-term socio-economic 
development of the Russian Federation for the period until 2020. On the basis of this, let us outline the following 
principles for the implementation of network interaction: Information technology, which will allow higher educa-
tion institutions to develop more rapidly. Partnership and cooperation, allowing the exchange of developments and 
new materials. Development and implementation of joint programs. Networks in the educational process can be 
represented: as a set of interacting educational institutions, and technology for communication between teachers of 
various levels of training. To date, only a few higher education institutions have joint training programs for bach-
elors, specialists and masters. There are several problems in the implementation of network interaction, which are 
discussed in the article: A small work experience of teachers in the field of information technology; Lack of knowl-
edge on the use of Internet resources in the educational process; Insufficient formation of professional competencies. 
The article examines examples of network interaction between teachers of higher educational (VO) institutions, as 
well as problems of networked pedagogical interaction.
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Pedagogical interaction is a universal char-
acteristic of the pedagogical process. Even 
without experience in the pedagogical sphere, 
you can clearly see several forms of pedagogi-
cal interaction: “student-student”, “student-
collective”, “student-teacher”, “students – the 
object of assimilation”, etc. The main thing in 
this diversity is the relationship “pedagogical 
activity – student activities”. But ultimately 
determining is the attitude of “student – the ob-
ject of assimilation”. This is the very specific 
nature of pedagogical tasks.

The pedagogical process expresses the in-
teraction of two subjects, mediated by the ob-
ject of assimilation, i.e. content of education.

From the scientific point of view, we distin-
guish such types of pedagogical interaction as: 
pedagogical (the relations of teachers and stu-
dents); mutual (relations with teachers, peers, 
juniors); subject (the relationship of students with 
objects of material culture); relations to oneself.

Pedagogical interactions can differ among 
themselves. for example, direct and indirect 
effects. no less diverse and the response to 
these effects. For example, ignoring, ecstasy, 
indifference, acceptance of information, pro-
cessing, memorization, action, etc.

Network pedagogical interaction
Informatization, widespread use of informa-

tion technology in everyday life has an impact 
on education in the russian federation. These 
criteria became a condition for fulfilling the 
state order for the development of education.

GEF 4 th generation forms a request for 
the renewal of the information and educational 
environment of higher education and for the 

qualitative use of its resources, which is unre-
alistic without the development of the profes-
sionalism of veT teachers.

What is network interaction?
The teacher’s network interaction is a tech-

nology that makes it possible to realize the op-
portunities for developing the teacher’s com-
petence through the activation of his personal 
characteristics, interests and opportunities.

What are the goals of networking between 
teachers?

They are quite understandable to any per-
son, because in the age of information technol-
ogy, every third qualified employee deals with 
a computer.

The objectives of networking are: to in-
crease the level of professional knowledge of 
teachers, the practical development of innova-
tive methods and technologies of the educa-
tional process, and, consequently, to improve 
the effectiveness of the pedagogical process.

Of course, the teacher can not be immedi-
ately ready for network interaction. This pro-
cess goes through several stages:

1. Introduction and study of network ser-
vices (software that handle different types of 
information).

2. Introduction of network technologies 
in the educational process (the introduction of 
projectors, electronic diaries, performance ma-
trix, etc.).

3. Use of networks as an environment for 
the exchange of information between teachers.

4. Formation of own network service 
(teacher’s website).

5. use of personal information space 
(transfer of experience in network groups).
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One can note the advantages of network in-
teraction between teachers.

First, networked pedagogical interac-
tion does not limit or establish a temporary, 
territorial framework for participants in the 
process. Teachers of different regions, and 
different countries, without obstacles can 
“cross” thousands of kilometers in just 1 sec-
ond. And most importantly, it’s availability! 
Secondly, networked pedagogical interaction is 
focused on the individual needs of each teach-
er. This can be the transfer and acquisition of 
experience, participation in scientific webinars, 
online training, etc.

Thirdly, it is economy. Reducing the cost 
of transportation costs for going to the training 
centers.

Thus, network communities or teacher 
associations are a new form of professional 
activity organization available in a computer 
network. But, unfortunately, it was this effec-
tive innovation that was not sufficiently de-
veloped adequately among university profes-
sors. it is professional network associations 
that can give teachers the opportunity to com-
municate with each other, solve pedagogical 
issues, realize themselves and improve their 
professional level. 

Network communities as a method  
of development of the educational process

an excellent option for continuous profes-
sional development, constant communication 
and exchange of knowledge with colleagues, 
presentation of their own experience are – net-
work professional communities of teachers.

Teachers who participate in online com-
munities acquire the skills to post information 
on the internet, and also transmit and receive 
invaluable experience of their colleagues. All 
together, teachers create a semblance of an ar-
chive of methodological and didactic materi-
als, which is necessary for the next generation 
of teachers and methodologists.

These groups have great advantages: space 
for information exchange between teachers, 
professional growth, incentive for creative de-
velopment.

Examples of network  
pedagogical communities

So let’s start with websites where univer-
sity teachers can officially publish their works, 
articles, etc.

The first of such sites can be called the All-
Russian site “For the Teacher” (https://dlyape-
dagoga.ru/). This is a web-based publication 
designed to publish author’s developments of 

educators, teachers, teachers, as well as organ-
izing and holding all-Russian competitions, 
quizzes and olympiads. The publication of the 
material on the website “For the teacher” is 
confirmed by the issuance of an electronic cer-
tificate, participation in an all-Russian event – 
an electronic diploma [1].

all-russian site “for Teacher” allows 
teachers:

participate in express competitions; pub-
lish articles; participate in conferences; publish 
reports; to pass distance learning; participate in 
webinars; create your own personal sites.

Also, the site divides all publications into 
preschool, primary, basic general, secondary 
(full), secondary (professional), higher and 
additional education. Such a structure allows 
teachers of any category to easily determine 
the direction of their activities, their potential 
competitors, etc.

The electronic educational journal “Teach-
er” (https://zhurnalpedagog.ru/) also has a 
number of advantages [2]. At first glance, this 
magazine in its structure is very similar to the 
All-Russian site “For the Teacher”, but he also 
has differences. 

consider the differences:
1. The structure of the site also includes 

publications on pre-school, primary, basic gen-
eral, secondary (full), secondary (profession-
al), higher and additional education. But here 
one more item has been added – All-Russian 
conferences.

2. In the journal can be tested not only 
teachers, but also students with the curator.

3. If necessary, you can get a review of the 
work of the teacher.

4. The teacher can check the issued docu-
ment on the website of the magazine “Teacher” 
on the series and number.

5. All the teachers who posted the publica-
tion on the website of the publication, or who 
participated in one of the events of the site, can 
download a letter of gratitude from the edito-
rial staff. Is free!

6. The teacher can also take part in the ex-
pert activity.

all-russian educational “portal of the 
teacher” (https://portalpedagoga.ru/)[3].

This portal is also similar and almost exact-
ly copies the previous one. Here teachers can 
also publish their articles, participate in online 
conferences, go through distance learning and 
refresher courses. 

we examined three electronic platforms 
for VO teachers. Already now we can say that 
the all-russian site “for the Teacher”, and 
the Electronic Educational Journal “Teacher”, 
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and the all-russian educational “portal of the 
Teacher” have only paid publications.

consider, as an example, several free sites 
for communication between teachers.

One of these sites is the Sotsobraz network 
community (http://wiki.iot.ru/index.php/) [4].

Networked social and pedagogical com-
munity created within the project “Creation 
and development of social and pedagogical 
communities in the internet (teachers, method-
ologists, social educators, psychologists, spe-
cialists in additional education and parents). 
here teachers can participate in consultations, 
in training, in educational developments, write 
an article. “SotsObraz” is an interactive plat-
form for the exchange of experience of teach-
ers, methodologists, social educators, class 
teachers, teachers of additional education, 
school psychologists, and the network com-
munity where parents can receive counseling 
and necessary recommendations on the issues 
of education, upbringing and development of 
schoolchildren.

of course, there is no section for teachers of 
higher education institutions, but to raise their 
level of knowledge of pedagogical psychology, 
social pedagogy will not hurt the teacher of the 
university. 

A professional community of teachers 
“Methodist.ru” (http://metodisty.ru/m/groups/
home/)/5] will really help to feel the network 
pedagogical communication. It is designed 
to meet the needs of teachers precisely in the 
exchange of information, communication 
and self-realization. The site has a forum, the 
teacher can create a group, blog, chat. There 
is a library of teachers’ works, where you can 
contribute your work. The community contains 
more than 30 groups (different subjects and di-
rections – administration, class leaders, subject 
matter, etc.). Presentations, programs, develop-
ment of lessons within each group. Everything 
can be downloaded! Each development con-
tains an author’s comment with a description. 
There is an opportunity to discuss work within 
the group, evaluate it or communicate with the 
author. Many audio and video files are freely 
available. You can publish your own materi-
als, and even create a group. The advantage of 
this pedagogical community is that you do not 
have to register for downloading the material. 
In fact, even a student of a pedagogical higher 
educational institution can find a lot of useful 
information for himself. 

Faculty “Education Reform” of the educa-
tional portal “My University”. Club of teach-
ers (http://edu-reforma.ru/index/0-23)[6]. 
provides a platform for communication and 

exchange of experience, as well as extensive 
opportunities for all those who are engaged and 
interested in teaching children and reforming 
education. There is a dedicated subject (the-
matic focus) – for the experts of the contest 
“Active teaching methods”.

A member of the Club can be any person 
who has fulfilled the conditions of joining the 
Club, which deals with teaching students or re-
forming education.

Conditions for joining the Club as a member:
1. It is necessary to accept the conditions of 

participation in the Club.
2. Follow the Club Rules
3. Fill in the application form for joining 

the Club
Opportunities for Club members:
1. The possibility of communication 

among professionals, involvement in the pro-
fessional community.

2. The possibility of obtaining useful infor-
mation on educational reform and pedagogy.

3. The possibility of finding partners for the 
development and implementation of their educa-
tional projects, the acquisition of useful links.

4. Help, professional advice of colleagues.
These are just a few examples of e-portals for 

teachers. That’s just missing a highly specialized 
site for university teachers in a certain area.

Thus, in the Internet space there is a sufficient 
number of sites for communication and exchange 
of experience between teachers. Another ques-
tion is whether university professors are ready to 
participate in the activities of these sites? 

Peculiarities of network interaction  
of higher educational institutions

The development of the economy of the 
russian federation assumes the introduction of 
new organizational forms of interaction between 
domestic and foreign educational institutions, in 
particular, higher education institutions.

Not only network pedagogical communi-
ties, but also networked communities of higher 
educational institutions should undergo mod-
ernization.

It is not necessary to concentrate in edu-
cation all attention on the vertical system of 
VO (bachelor’s-master’s degree-postgraduate 
study, specialty-postgraduate study). In the 
21st century, it is necessary to provide an op-
portunity to expand the range of professional 
opportunities for students at the undergraduate 
or specialist level (horizontal system). Now 
there are very few examples of a horizon-
tal system for training future professionals. 
one such example is the uSu project – joint 
programs for the preparation of bachelors  
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in economics of the State University – Higher 
School of economics (Su-hSe) and ural State 
University (USU). Thus, students receive two 
diplomas of a bachelor’s degree – a native uni-
versity and a diploma of SU-HSE. This project 
is set up as an experiment, the inter-university 
agreement is the normative basis, which sets 
the conditions for the selection of students of 
the USU for simultaneous training at SU-HSE, 
as well as the mode, terms, and cost of training.

This example proves that now, in the ever-
changing conditions of the Russian vocational 
education system, the trainee can be given op-
portunities to increase the mobility of his edu-
cation.

But not only the student wins on the ba-
sis of a networked university association. The 
teacher also has the opportunity to upgrade his 
skills and expand his professional experience, 
through communication and consultation with 
other university teachers and staff.

The only drawback of the USU program is 
that the competences of graduates do not increase.

The solution to this shortcoming was the 
joint educational program for the prepara-
tion of bachelors of the Academy of National 
Economy under the Government of the Rus-
sian federation (ane) and the moscow insti-
tute of Physics and Technology (MIPT). Here 
the program is designed in such a way that 
students study the full course on economics at 
the Academy of National Economy and on one 
of the directions at MIPT. Among these direc-
tions, mipT presented applied mathematics 
and physics, as well as systems analysis and 
management. At the exit, graduates receive 
two diplomas from mipT and ane.

As for the specific networked pedagogical 
interaction within several higher educational in-
stitutions, a striking example is the network as-
sociation – “Pedagogical Staff of Russia”. This 
association of educational institutions is created 
with the purpose of raising both pedagogical 
quality of teaching and increasing the activity of 
teaching staff in different regions of Russia.

It should be noted that this is the largest 
network of universities in russia. This includes 
more than 19 state educational institutions of 
higher education of the Russian Federation. 
and almost all of them are located in differ-
ent cities and regions of our country. The main 
objectives of the network association “Peda-
gogical cadres of Russia” include: providing a 
higher quality of professional training of teach-
ers; joint preparation and implementation by 
teachers of different institutions of programs of 
higher, secondary and postgraduate education; 
creation of a clear system of training and re-

training of qualified professional teaching staff; 
creation of a unified database of information 
resources of teachers; analysis and forecasting 
of the development of the modern market of 
pedagogical work (including for graduates); 
creation and development of interuniversity 
mobility of students and teachers; creation of 
a common educational space for higher edu-
cational institutions through the implementa-
tion of joint educational programs (exchange 
of teachers in different regions); organization 
of international cooperation; exchange of tech-
nology and teaching methods, etc. 

Conclusions
On the basis of the conducted research it 

is evident that the network interaction of vo 
teachers is undoubtedly a positive factor in 
influencing the quality of the educational pro-
cess. on how often the teacher will “update” 
his knowledge depends on the relevance of the 
knowledge of students currently.

In the 21st century, with constantly chang-
ing economic conditions, with an ever-changing 
information environment, first of all, it is nec-
essary to understand the teacher of VO in this 
environment. After all, it is the quality of knowl-
edge, the reliability of information transmitted 
to learners that will determine the future of not 
only graduates, but also of Russia as a whole. 
The general welfare of our country depends on 
the degree of qualification of the employee.

Computer networks, especially the In-
ternet – the main source of information now! 
From this point of view, the teacher simply 
needs to have network communication with 
other educators.

The network interaction of teachers solves, 
perhaps, the most important problem of our 
country – the fast transfer of information over 
long distances. And since Russia occupies 
more than 17 million ???? the need for network 
communication is unambiguous.
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